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Helping dogs

One day, 3 girls (Emmie, Hunter, and Jessica) went to volunteer at the local dog shelter. Their were a

Noun amount of dogs and they were helping out the the cleaning and playing with them. Â ;

Â Â ; Right when they walked in and saw the dogs there was Verb in their faces. They looked happier.

Â Their were big and small dogs, and furry anid fuzzy dogs. There were even bald dogs. Â ;

They all split the easy things they were told to do and did them pretty fast. Â The only hard, gross thing they had

to do was picking up dog poop. Â They had to Noun how they chose who had to do theÂ job. They

decided the game 'nose goes'; was the best game they could play that was both fare and Â easy. Â ;

"On the count of three"; Jessica said. "One, two, three"; fret Emmie touched her nose and right after Jessica did.

Hunter was the last so she had to do the job.Â ;

Adjective ; Hunter screamed. But Emmie and Jessica shook their heads 'no'; and then smiled. Â ;

They decided to play with the dogs while hunter did her job. Â Right when they were turned around Emmie

started to act very Adjective . Â She saw a dog and that was adorable, but not very Adjective . Â 

The dog had a brown spot on his ear, making him very Adjective . Â Since she was very

Adjective with dogs, she decided she would know how to take care of him and she called her parents to

be



Noun until they let her get the dog. After she hung up she picked up the dog being very Noun

and walked away, stranding us, she was our ride home. Noun ;.
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